Neural Architecture Search (NAS) represents a class of methods to generate the optimal neural network architecture, and typically iterate over candidate architectures till convergence over some particular metric like validation loss. They are constrained by the available computation resources, especially in enterprise environments. In this paper, we propose a new approach for NAS, called NASIB, which adapts and attunes to the computation resources (budget) available by varying the exploration vs exploitation trade-off. We reduce the expert bias by searching over an augmented search space induced by Superkernels. The proposed method can provide the architecture search useful for different computation resources and different domains beyond image classification of natural images where we lack bespoke architecture motifs and domain expertise. We show, on CIFAR10, that it is possible to search over a space that comprises of 12x more candidate operations than the traditional prior art in just 1.5 GPU days, while reaching close to state of the art accuracy. While our method searches over an exponentially larger search space, it could lead to novel architectures that require lesser domain expertise, compared to the majority of the existing methods. * Work done while at Cisco † Equal contribution Preprint. Under review.
Introduction
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) embodies a wide variety of techniques to yield the optimal neural network architecture based on a variety of constraints while optimizing for one or more objectives (Zoph & Le (2017) ; Baker et al. (2016) ; Tan et al. (2018) ; Dong et al. (2018) ; Cai et al. (2019) ). This helps to avoid the arduous manual tuning of models and has gained a lot of attraction in the last few years and has been applied to a variety of scenarios, including generating compact models for mobile devices, etc. We believe that NAS will accelerate the adoption of deep learning architectures in the industry by making it simpler to optimize such architectures for a wide variety of use cases that run on heterogeneous platforms (e.g. mobile, IoT, etc.) . Current works in the NAS space tend to have the following two limitations:
1. The search method is designed with the assumption that the user will run it till convergence.
It is not clear how to leverage these methods when the computational budget for performing architecture search is significantly lower or higher than that used by such methods. 2. The search space used is quite narrow (relatively) and is built on already optimal structural decisions, hence does not provide any significant benefit over a random search.
Figure 1: Juxtaposition of our method with traditional NAS methods. The first diagram refers to the micro search space in the architecture search where the topology of operations is searched to construct a single block and the same single block is stacked multiple times to obtain the final architecture. The next diagram is for the macro search space where candidate operations are searched at every layer. Similar to the macro search space, NASIB also searches over the candidate operations at every layer. However, probabilistically, it reduces a relatively bigger search space to a smaller one based on their relative performance. NASIB-1 illustrate the NAS workload with computation budget similar to the previous two search paradigms. NASIB-2 illustrates the search workload with higher computation budget.
In this paper, we propose a simple, intuitive and effective solution to both the problems using a common framework, called NASIB and present a trade-off between the computational budget and exploration over a vast space of neural network architectures. Unlike the traditional NAS frameworks which start with a pre-filtered fixed search space (where the filtering is done by domain experts), we start with an unbiased search space by considering a huge space of various possible candidate operations (e.g., for CNNs we search over all possible kernels with all combinations of kernel height and width less than 10, which amounts to 81 different kernels at every layer) and dynamically reduce the likelihood of the ineffective operations. To ensure the efficiency of our framework under such a huge set of structural decisions, we adapt to the computational budget available for search by reducing the rate of dynamic pruning of the search space since such pruning rates affect the amount of resources consumed, a proxy for the cost. This adaptive pruning is the trade-off between exploration and exploitation over a huge search space of architectures.
Most prior works focus on designing network architectures with high accuracy and efficiency, but 1) do not use available computational resources as a constraint and 2) use a smaller search space based on the prior knowledge about the task at hand, e.g., previously used successful architectures. This has led to the design of search spaces where every possible structural decision itself is close to the optimal architecture. This is evident from the insignificant difference in the performance of architectures discovered by well known architecture search methods against their random baselines (Real et al. (2017a) ; Liu et al. (2018); Bender et al. (2018) ).
In this paper, we propose an architecture design method which searches over an exponentially larger search space, requires lesser domain expertise, and presents an algorithm that leverages the exploration vs exploitation trade-off and automatically adapts over the computation resources available for performing the search. The benefit of proposed budget aware NASIB neural architecture search method is illustrated in Fig. 1 against the traditional NAS schemes such as Micro and Macro search space. The NASIB-1 and NASIB-2 demonstrate the search space for the low and high computation budget available, respectively. We empirically demonstrate superiority of the proposed method over existing methods by searching over a space having roughly 12X times more candidate operations than the majority of the recent search methods under same computation budget without any compromise on the performance of the discovered architecture.
Our Contributions
In this paper, we have built a novel approach to NAS that could pave the way for architecture which requires less domain expertise while optimizing for budget constraints. Some of our key contributions are as follows:
• We take the first steps towards designing a gradient based neural architecture search method which optimizes the search complexity for the computation budget available without compromising the performance of the discovered architectures. The proposed method also provides ease of usability to the end user by simplifying the computation budget specification to just hours or days.
• We design the search space of CNN architectures by introducing superkernels, which is a big set of candidate operations. By using this increased candidate operations, we increase the search space by 12X more candidate operations at every layer in the architecture.
• We show that the well known method like ENAS (Pham et al. (2018) ) can be further optimized by using a bigger and diverse search space. Just by augmenting the search space of ENAS, we increase the validation accuracy of architecture search by a margin of 10%.
• We perform the extensive experiments using the proposed method by varying the computation budgets to show its efficacy over CIFAR10 dataset. Moreover, we also show the relative efficiency of our method by comparing the relative performance during the search.
The rest of the paper is structured in the following way: Section 2 presents the related work. Then we introduce the budget aware NASIB approach in Section 3 followed by experiments and results in Section 4. We then present some observations in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
Designing neural network architectures have been studied for a long time (Yao (1999) ; Angeline et al. (1994) ; Tenorio & Lee (1989) ; Stanley et al. (2009) (2017)) to design neural network architectures has sparked off research in this field. Since then, a variety of methods have been proposed which can be grouped into three categories -a) New techniques for performing the architecture search, b) improving the efficiency of the search, and c) applying architecture search to different domains or performing multi-objective architecture search. Our work is orthogonal to all of the above mentioned three categories, and focuses on performing the search based on the computation resources available for the user. Since we make this search over a big search space of candidate operations, this work has intersection with the category (c). We also reduce the expert bias in the design of architectures. 2018)) focuses on discovering models satisfying multiple constraints in addition to accuracy like latency, number of parameters, multi-add operations, and etc. All previous hardware aware architecture search methods refer to the hardware awareness of the model discovered from search while our work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt to have an architecture search method which is aware of the computation resources available.
NASIB
In this section, we present our approach, NASIB, an adaptive NAS method that adapts to the available computation budget. 
From Computation Resources to Epochs
One key aspect of this work is to map available computation resources in a quantifiable manner which can be utilized by the search algorithm. In the current state, the computation resources for a NAS workload are compared in terms of GPU days, which essentially means the number of GPUs utilized multiplied by the number of days required to perform the search. This approach of benchmarking is inconsistent due to a variety of reasons. First, for any deep learning workload, there are a myriad of factors, dependent as well as independent of the GPUs used, which contribute to the processing speed of every pass of forward and backward propagation. Different GPUs exhibit significantly different computation speeds. Furthermore, CPU speed, memory access rate and many more interwoven components are also a key factor in deciding the overall speed. Therefore, for our search algorithm to adapt to the available computation resources, a comprehensive list of all these components and their specifications would be required. However, from an end user's perspective, it is far more convenient to simply specify only the number of hours/days and give the whole system/cluster as a black box to the search algorithm. Hence, rather than developing a complex mapping of computation resources, we instead take the number of hours/days available for search as an input and divide it by the time required by a single epoch to complete on the provided system. This gives the total number of epochs available for performing the search. This way of mapping available computation resources to the number of epochs is simple and yet provides a most consistent and accurate approximation of computation resources available because we simply view the system as a black box which takes all possible interwoven constituents into the account when measuring the time required for a single epoch. This approach is also free from any function approximator of hardware configurations and hence is expected to work across a wide range of hardware configurations ranging from embedded devices to big multi-GPU clusters.
Differentiable Architecture Search
Our architecture search technique is built upon the existing differentiable architecture search methods ; Cai et al. (2019) ; Xie et al. (2019) ). We start with a base over-parameterized network comprising of all candidate operations and search for a smaller sub-network. In order to obtain this sub-network, all nodes are assigned a single scalar α also called architecture parameter. The α is kept trainable and updated via gradient based methods. After the whole search method is over, the node with highest α for a given layer is retained and rest all are pruned away. This way, after training we are left with a compact architecture obtained by pruning majority of the nodes from 2019)), we sample only two operations for every single batch instead of N operations in order to reduce the memory requirements in the GPU. Sampling of every candidate operation at any given layer is dependent upon the magnitude of their respective α. This sampling procedure is indispensable for our framework because of the huge set of candidate operations introduced by superkernels used at every layer. The training is performed similar to the method proposed in DARTS . The parameters of the operations are trained based on eq. 1 and in the next round architecture parameters, α's are trained based on eq. 2 while treating the network parameters as constant.
Here, O ,j is the j th candidate operation at the layer , x is the output of the layer and N is the total number of candidate operations. One noteworthy advantage of differentiable method is the credit assignment to every individual node in the search space by architecture parameter α whose relative magnitude act as a proxy for credit assignment over structural decisions. This is different from some of the other commonly used approaches in architecture search like reinforcement learning and evolutionary methods where the complete architecture receives a score.
Policy based Sampling from Search Space
To account for the exploration and exploitation phase during the search, we use two policies P 1 and P 2 , respectively. For exploration, we encourage sampling of those operations whose sampling frequency is relatively lower than the majority of operations. Under the policy P 1 and any given layer l, the sampling probability p i of a node i is computed by calculating the negative softmax of previously sampled frequencies as per eq. 3,
The negative sign in front of all the sampled frequency numbers allows to assign higher probability to the nodes with lower sampling frequency in the past. Hence, it encourages the exploration of unexplored nodes. The reasoning behind using softmax of frequencies instead of random sampling, which is a commonly used method in reinforcement learning to promote exploration, is to explicitly encourage those operations which have been sampled with low frequency before to encourage the diversity in the architecture search. For the policy P 2 , a node is sampled with probability based on the softmax of architecture parameters, α as shown in eq. 4. Since the policy P 2 is expected to be purely exploitative in nature, we keep the value of λ to be very low. While a low value for λ ensures the significant hardness in the softmax (high temperature), having λ → 0 turns the softmax to hardmax, hence prohibiting the sampling of candidate operations with high value of α but less than the maximum alpha which is usually the promising candidate operations. In the policy P 2 , we sample two candidate operations, which is similar to the setup described in ProxylessNAS (Cai et al. (2019) ). We sample one out of the two policies for every layer independently during the training phase and the policy is resampled after every batch of training data. The policy P 1 is sampled with probability p i during every epoch, here i is the i th epoch. We initialize with p 1 = 1 during the beginning of the architecture search so as to explore all candidate operations in the beginning. The p 1 is exponentially decayed with the decay parameter β such that p i = 1.β i . We decay the probability p i in such a way that the value of p n = k in the last epoch. The value of k can also be viewed as one of the hyperparameter to the proposed search method. We found k = 0.1 to be working well for our experimental setup. The value of β is calculated as β = e ln k n before beginning of the training procedure. As the probability of sampling P 2 increases, the sampling probability of nodes with low value of α decreases. This, in essence, means that even though we start with a big search space, the search space gets pruned softly as we proceed in the exploitation phase guided by the policy P 2 .
Searching for CNN Architectures
In this section, we discuss the proposed approach to search for the CNN architectures designed for the task of image classification. In order to reduce the expert bias in the design of the search space, we introduce the notion of superkernel. A superkernel of size m can be viewed as a square having size m which encompasses all possible combinations of rectangles of dimensions i × j, ∀i, j ≤ m. Thus, a superkernel of size m would result in m 2 different rectangles. All such rectangles can be viewed as kernels of dimensions i × j. This superkernel act as a good representative of various possible kernels which can be discovered through the optimization procedure at any given layer in the architecture. Note that this superkernel idea is not similar to the superkernels idea introduced by Stamoulis et al. (2019) because they consider only three kernels (i.e., 3, 5, and 7) which are square and have odd length. Also, they use the idea of superkernels to share parameters and learn the kernel parameters function efficiently which is orthogonal to our objective. We use macro search space for architecture search and at every layer we utilize a single superkernel. Therefore, at every layer, we allow all possible candidate operations to be searched over, but at any given time only two operations are sampled from the superkernel which reduces the memory requirement. After the training is over, we only retain the operations with highest α's at every layer to derive the final architecture. We assign equal probability to all candidate operations in our experiments, but allow the user to provide priors on selected candidate operations in order to induce expert knowledge. This would allow discovering desirable architectures faster as the search algorithm without any priors would spend an equal amount of time in exploring all operations initially. For larger value of m such as m ≥ 5, the memory requirements to store the parameters of even a single kernel with multiple channels would become very high, hence we fix a threshold K such that kernels whose parameters for a single channel exceed K, i.e. i × j > K, are turned into the depthwise separable convolution which is efficient in terms of number of parameters. For our experiments we keep K = 9.
Experiments and Results
We perform several sets of experiment to test our hypothesis and demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method. All experiments are performed on CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton (2009) ), which is a standard dataset for benchmarking NAS workloads on the image classification task. All experiments are performed on a single Nvidia V100 GPU. For testing of our hypothesis on usage of more number of candidate operations, we use the same codebase of ENAS (Pham et al. (2018) ) and simply increase the search space by adding more number of convolution filters with varying kernel sizes. All hyperparameters and other experimental details are kept exactly the same as provided in their publicly released codebase for performing macro search on CIFAR10 dataset. As shown in Figure 2 , there is a significant increase in the accuracy of ENAS with extended search space throughout the validation phase of architecture search. Note that the whole training setting, including hyper-parameters remain same for both the curves except the search space which is larger for the original curve. Although we increase the search space for ENAS in our experiments, we do not observe any increase in the wall clock time between two epochs. The improvement in the performance might indicate that ENAS is able to utilize its computational budget with augmented search space. Experimentally, it confirms our argument about the usefulness of the diversity in the search space in obtaining high performance. We take this study performed on ENAS one step further Figure 5 : Search progress under different computational budget on CIFAR10 dataset with superkernel search space. We keep all hyperparameters same except the computational budget, which is provided in such a way that they get mapped to the mentioned value of target epochs.
by analyzing the architectures sampled from the controller after the search phase is over. In this study we perform the architecture search for 3 different trials and on the conclusion of each trial we sample 50 architectures from the controller. For results obtained from each trial, we sum the frequency of convolutional filters sampled to understand the distribution learned by the controller. We plot the results in Figure 4 . As shown, the distribution of architectures obtained across three different trials clearly indicates that when offered with more choices of kernels in the search space, the controller learned to choose some of the kernels which are not widely used in the majority of the CNN architectures used for image classification.
Similar to the study performed in Xie et al. (2019) over the relative performance of architectures during the search phase, we also compare two of our workloads in Figure 3 . As it can be observed, NASIB-1 outperforms other methods when trained with a small search space similar to the other methods, we attribute this to efficient utilization of computational budget. Note that while the curve corresponding to DARTS converges faster than NASIB-1, Xie et al. (2019) showed that there is a strong inconsistency with the performance of its child network.
We show the adaptability of our method towards computation resources available for performing the search by searching for architectures on CIFAR10 for four different scenarios. All four scenarios have been formed by allocating different computation budget for performing the search. In figure 5 , we plot validation accuracy as well as the training loss as the search progresses for all four workloads. It can be observed from the plot that slope of the curve decreases as the workloads approach close to their target epochs and this slope varies significantly for all four different workloads which means lower the number of epochs available, the model spends relatively lesser time in exploring the search space and hence converges quickly by entering the exploitation phase. Note that the optimal operator selection takes some fixed amount of time as the algorithm requires some initial time to perform credit assignment to every individual operation which can be done only after training all these operations to a certain extent.
CIFAR-10
For benchmarking CIFAR-10 experiments, we use a 12 layer network. Between these 12 layers, we insert 3 factorized reduction blocks which perform downsampling of the image used and increase channel width. Each factorized reduction block is composed of one max-pooling filter and a 2 × 2 convolution filter with stride 2 which reduces both the spatial dimensions by a factor of 2 and the output of both blocks is concatenated along the channel dimension, increasing the overall number of channels by a factor of 2. We compare our result with other widely known NAS methods in Table 1 . We use the Resnet (He et al. (2015) ) architecture as the backbone of our architecture space. Once the architecture search is completed, we obtain the final architecture as described in the section 3 which is retrained from scratch. We sample 5000 images randomly from the training data for the training of the architecture parameters. We use SGD with momentum of 0.9 for training of the architecture and use cosine update rule for learning rate update with initial learning set as 0.01. We also use some of the standard methods and modules used in CNN architectures like gradient clipping, cutout, L2-regularization, and batch normalization at every layer. Note that all these hyperparameters and additional modules remain unchanged for the training of the final compact architecture.
Discussion
Filter Choices: It is natural to question the validity of a big search space itself and focus on a curated search space e.g. in the case of CNN architecture search, this would mean only looking at the filters which have been used before in the well performing architectures. We were surprised by the discovery of a lot of unconventional filters like non-square and even sized ones. In order to confirm our hypothesis, we perform experiments by increasing the search space of well known architecture search method ENAS (Pham et al. (2018) ) and it also shows similar results as shown in Figure 2 . Furthermore, freeing up architecture search from bias would make it more applicable in domains beyond image recognition on CIFAR10. Using such a representative search space for image classification could prove beneficial, especially for datasets obtained from unconventional sources, for example, malware images Nataraj et al. (2011) -a dataset having only sequential correlations may discover filters of shape n × 1. Hence, it is better for the algorithm to rule out the unnecessary filters on its own instead of an expert designer. As previously discussed in section 3.4, in some cases it makes more sense to provide expert bias and hence our method also allows to have those biases in structural decisions in the form of priors over architecture parameters.
Efficiency Analysis: The main purpose of this work is not to introduce yet another new efficient algorithm. The design of the architecture search method and the size of the search space are the two factors which significantly contribute to the efficiency. Fig. 3 sheds light on the relative efficiency of our method both on small as well as big search space. The search space induced by superkernels makes our method slightly inefficient compared to other methods. However, if the user has domain expertise, then they can assign higher probability to the desired candidate operations under our framework. This work adds another dimension to the efficiency of NAS methods which is efficient utilization of computational budget. NASIB optimizes computation budget utilization by starting with a huge search space induced by super kernels and adaptively trading off between exploration vs exploitation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present the problem of neural architecture search as a trade-off between the performance of the architecture search and computation resources available for performing the search. We propose a gradient based architecture search scheme which works well for varying computational budget scenarios and performs search efficiently over an augmented search space. Our experiments show the efficacy of the proposed method in adapting to the computation resources available and dynamically reducing the search space. We also present the intriguing results on the convolution filters discovered by bigger search spaces. We believe that our approach could spark off new research in this field (of NAS). There are different ways in which this work can be extended. Combining the superkernel based search space with the multi-objective search could potentially discover interesting architectures. This work can also be extended to search for the cell based architectures like RNNs and micro search space for CNNs. To foster reproducibility and usage of this method, we open source our implementation and all experiment configuration files at github.com/redacted for anonymity.
